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Learning to Play by Ear Part 2 
 
Previously we looked at how to work out all the chords available in the key of G.  I 
suggested you took a song and worked out which chords came where by listening to see 
which ones sounded major, which ones sounded minor and by the process of elimination 
work out which chords sounded most appropriate for your song from the seven possible 
chords I gave you. 
 
Did you try it? Did it work?  Let’s try working out the chords in the keys of C and E so you 
can also play songs in two further keys. 
 
Follow these steps as before: 
 
Step 1  
Write down the numbers 1 – 7 on your page. 
 
Step 2  
Add the alphabetical letters to the numbers starting with your root note i.e. key of ‘C’  is 1 
‘D’ is 2 etc. 
 
Step 3  
Add the major, minor, minor chord rule to the notes. 
 
Step 4  
Add sharps or flats to the letters. We will look at how to find this out in an exercise below 
but for now just be aware that the key of C has no sharps or flats and E has sharps on 
note numbers 2 3 6 and 7. So just add a sharp symbol (#) to the chords and notes on 
those note numbers. 
 
Now try and work out the correct notes and chords in both of those keys. I have put the 
answers at the bottom of the article, so give it a try. You won’t know unless you have a 
go!  
 
So if you go back and remember the chord sequence you worked out for your song in the 
key of G you can actually learn to play it in the two other keys we have just worked out.  
 
The way to do it is to line up the numbers of the chords you have played. E.g. if the song 
went… 
G C D Em  Am  D then the chord numbers would be: 
1 4 5 6 2 5 
 
If you took those same chord numbers and lined them up to the key of C you would get: 
C F G Am Dm G  
1 4 5 6 2 5 
 
Or in E: 
 
E A B C#m F#m B 
1 4 5 6 2 5 
 
This way you can transpose any song to into any key 
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What we have been exploring here is something called the Nashville Numbering 
System. This was devised for the country music recording scene where songwriters 
would write the chords out to a song only to find that the hired session singer would need 
to sing it in a different key. Rather than having to transpose all those chords into another 
key, they came up with a way of numbering the chords in the key so that the musicians 
could quickly and easily adapt the “pitch” of the music without having to write it all out 
again. This system is now widely used by musicians all over the world to communicate 
song structures. 
 
So when learning songs try to think of the chord sequences as numbers in a key rather 
than just the names of the chords on their own.  
So, in G don’t think G  D Am  C  
In E, don’t think E  B  F#m  A  
Instead think,   1 5 2 4   
 
That way once you get to know the chords in each key you can play the same song in 
any other key just by remembering it’s Nashville Numbering sequence. It can also be 
used as a simple way of directing your worship band through a series of improvised 
chords. You could say ‘2 6 5 1’ ‘key of A’ and musicians will know to play Bm, F#m, E, A 
or even hold up the right number of fingers on your hand to show them which new chord 
you want to go to next.  
 
 
What about the Sharps (#) and Flats (b)? 
 
In order to make the best use of Nashville we need to be able to work out which keys 
have sharp or flat notes in them. If we don’t do this then our major scale will sound 
strange from the outset in some keys. E.g The key of D has two sharp notes in it , F# - 
chord 3  (F#m) and C# - chord 7 – C# ½ dim. If you just played Fmin and Cmin instead it 
would just sound odd. 
 
In all the most common keys every musical letter or note can have a sharp version of it. 
Eg as well as G there is also G#, as well as A there is also A#. In fact the only two notes 
that would normally not have a sharp option are E and B. If you play piano you will know 
the black keys contain the sharps and both the E and B notes don’t have a black key to 
their right. 
 

 
 
This is exactly the same on a guitar. Each fret represents a single white or black piano 
key. As you play up the guitar fret by fret on a single string it’s exactly the same as 
playing from the bottom to the top of the piano, not missing out any notes at all.   
 
As guitar frets aren’t marked out as black or white keys, we need to learn a system of 
one or two fret ‘jumps’ to help us work out which keys have sharp or flat notes in them. 
These jumps are called tones and semi-tones.  
 
There are two distances between notes in music – the tone and the semitone. A jump of 
a semitone is moving one fret up or down on the guitar or one key (including both black 
and white keys) on the keyboard. So moving from A to A# is jumping one semitone as is 
moving from B to C. A jump of a tone is moving two frets up or down the guitar – the 
equivalent of two semitones. For example, moving from A to B is jumping two semitones 
or one tone. 
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The major scale key that we have been looking at is always built up from a series of 
tones and semitones (or 1 or 2 fret jumps) in this order: 
 

Root       Tone Tone semitone (Tone) Tone Tone semitone 
 

 
To help you remember, say it like this: 
 
Root, Tone, Tone, semitone,  (Separated by a tone),  Tone, Tone, Semitone 
Which we will abbreviate to: 
 

R    TTs(T)TTs 
 
For visual learners you can see this looks quite symmetrical  
 
Example – C major (don’t worry if you can’t read music – we have put the “stave in 
below as a visual reminder for those who do) 
 

 
 
 
If we start on the note C this would give us this series of notes; 
 

C D E F G A B C 
R T T s T T T s 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1(8) 

(R=Root, T=Tone, s=semitone) 
  
With the key of G: 
 

G A B C D E F# G 
R T T s T T T s 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1(8) 

 
 
 With the key of F: 
 

F G A Bb C D E F 
R T T s T T T s 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1(8) 

 
By following that simple formula of tones and semitones, you will be able to discover the 
correct notes of any major scale including the sharps and flats. It doesn’t matter which 
note it starts on. It could be E, Bb, A# etc. It makes no difference. 
 
As I mentioned last month, when we name notes in the major scale, there are three 
important rules: 

1. You must use every alphabetical letter from A through to G 
2. There must be only one of each letter e.g. you can’t have Db and D in the same 

scale it would have to be C# and D 
3. We never mix sharps and flats in the same scale  

 
Try this: 
 
Start with playing string 6 (the lowest string) on your guitar at the G note (fret 3). Call that 
‘root’ and plot out the tone tone semitone (tone) tone tone semitone method on that 
string. 
If played correctly you should find you have played a correct sounding major scale. Try 
again starting on ‘F’ (fret 1) then ‘A’ (fret 5). 
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Use the notes on string 6 you already know to work out if the your major scale matches 
up to the natural A B C etc notes or if any fall between them in which case the note will 
be ‘something’ # or ‘something’ b.  
 
Remember – you can’t have two of the same alphabetical letter in the same key. Eg if 
you have just played an A and have to go up a semi-tone then the next note will have to 
be Bb and NOT A#. 
 
If you aren’t sure of the note names on string 6 of the guitar then this will give you a guide 
 
 
Fret  0 (open string) 1 3 5 7 8 10 12 14 
Note E  F G A B C D E F#(Gb) 
 
 
Once you have worked out the right notes in the key, you can then apply the Major Minor 
Minor chord sequence to those notes on the same 1-7 basis and will have the tools to 
work out all the notes to any key and all the chords that are in that key.  
 
 
Answers  
 
Key of C  
 
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6   7 
Note  C D E F G A B 
Chord  maj min min maj maj min min(1/2 dim) 
 
Key of E  
 
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6   7 
Note  E F# G# A B C# D# 
Chord  maj min min maj maj min min(1/2 dim) 
 
 
 

 
 
Taken from material in Musicademy’s new series of tuition DVDs for worship 
guitarists. Musicademy specialises in practical training for church based musicians in 
a range of instruments.  
For further information go to www.musicademy.com 
 


